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Overview

 This presentation will focus on the mission-planning at MTP and STP
• Earlier cycles are about SOOPs, overall goals, allocations, coordination etc. 
• MTP and STP involve actual commanding products

• More SW-orientated process

 Goals of the MTP/STP process
• Instruments can in principle plan in isolation (coordination was already done at SOOPs)
• All information necessary to produce an acceptable instrument-level plan is provided as 

an input.
• => iteration within a cycle should be exceptional, not a nominal way of planning

• Reuse, as far as possible, formats used elsewhere in the mission
• In practice this means borrowing as much as possible from the PLID interface to 

MOC
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Overview

 We call the Instrument Team output the IOR – Instrument Operations Request
 This is essentially a timeline of instrument commanding
 Later when combined/checked plans across the 10 instruments are released to MOC, the 

(nearly identical) products are Payload Operations Requests
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IORs
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Interfaces with MOC

 PLID (Planning Interface Document) is the MOC interface for planning products
• And CRF (Command Request File) is that part related to commanding inputs
• Applies to Instrument Teams for NECP, Special engineering operations, contingencies
• Also applies for SOC->MOC for routine CP, NMP, EMP

 Hence the attraction of trying to use a related approach also for IT->SOC 
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IORs

 The IOR is XML-format timeline of commanding
 The IOR will be (essentially) a tailoring of the Command Request PLID interface

• It’s not truly a tailoring in a strictly formal sense, since we will use the non-PLID header.type =“IOR”
• The CRF part of the PLID is a rich and complicated interface. Many of the features are not appropriate for 

a routine mission-planning interface. Therefore we will limit a lot of the functionality.
 We will produce a draft ICD to document this tailoring

 IORs will call sequences of the MIB
• Sequences are ordered sets of commands achieving a “specific operational action”. 
• Sequences that can be directed to the MTL have to identify the internal timing relationship of each 

command relative to the sequence time
• MIB allows identified command parameters to be passed through the sequence (called “formal 

parameters”). These  should be limited to those command parameters that are necessarily variable for 
the operational purpose of the sequence.

 Only absolute time-tagging in UTC of sequences will be supported. 
• And no support of sub-seconds (see later)
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IORs – MTL load sharing

 The MTL supports a maximum of 5 TCs in any execution slot (slots are every 125 mS). 
 With 10 instruments plus MOC plus SOC providing commanding into the MTL this maximum could 

easily be exceeded if it is not controlled.
 We prefer a solution that simply avoids that slot-overload can ever occur, rather than one that 

deconflicts on occurrence.

 MOC and SOC propose the following
• Instrument IORs contain sequence time-tagging only in whole UTC seconds
• Time-taggable instrument sequences (in the MIB) contain delta-times between individual commands 

only in whole seconds
• When building the IORs into PORs, SOC apply a predetermined fixed offset (by instrument, between 0 

and 0.875 sec) on IOR times, to “spread” instrument commanding across the available slots
• Means that effectively 6 slots in every second are allocated one instrument each, two slots are allocated 

two instruments. Maximum (routine mission-planning) instrument contribution to the load constraint is 2 
TCs (of 5).

• Ensures no MTL overload in any circumstance.

 Consequences:
• Routine mission commanding no faster than 1 TC/sec
• Actual sequence execution time would not exactly match the time in the IOR (but remains within 1 

second).
• In general two instruments could not achieve coordinated execution of commands at the exact same 

instant – we are not aware of any need for this.
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IORs – granularity

 As presented at SOWG#4, following contingency some instruments should not re-enter the MTL at 
an arbitrary point, because of dependencies on previous (lost) TCs.

 For these instruments, we need to re-enter the MTL at an appropriate point, after which the 
commanding is “self contained”

Contingency

Running timeline

Resulting instrument state
e.g. Safe, Off, …
Timeline commands not executed Pass

Non-executed timeline
Other instruments continue (for single 
instrument contingency)

Re-enter  timeline

Manual recovery via CRP.

Re-establish instrument context, if applicable
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IORs – granularity

 Rather than have to guess the points where the MTL is self-contained and can be re-entered 
following command loss, we propose that the granularity of the IORs is used to convey this 
information

• I.e. a single IOR file covers a time-span wherein there are no commanding dependencies to others IORs. 
Each IOR is self-contained. Timeline reentry can thus occur at the start of the next IOR.

• This means that instruments could have very different granularities of their IORs
• We recommend that a new IOR occurs at least once-a-day to facilitate time-line re-entry. The trade-off 

is:
• Obviously more frequent IORs allow quicker timeline re-entry
• But the need to make them self-contained can be a planning/commanding overhead 

 For those instruments who have no need to control timeline re-entry
• We suggest a once-per-day IOR

 Instruments should make clear in their contingency recovery procedure for return-to-science which 
is applicable

• Restart timeline at next IOR, or
• Restart timeline at arbitrary time
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IORs – resource profiles

 The baseline for resource-checking of IORs at SOC is that we parse the sequences directly to 
generate our own estimates of 

• Data 
• Power
• TBC magnetic “noisiness”

 This can work for instruments
• whose resource usage is explicit by mode, or 
• where we have a clear model of sequence parameter inputs (that we can parse out of the IOR) and 

resulting behavior. E.g. Anik has been in discussion with some of the RS-instruments concerning this.

 Where there is no way to extract resource usage from the sequences
• We can instead rely on resource estimates made by the instrument team. This is considered a less 

robust way to plan and is a fall-back position only.
• This needs to be agreed on a case-by-case basis 
• These estimates can be communicated via a PLID feature called “resource profiles”
• So far SOLO-HI is the only instrument to have agreed this approach. In the case of SOLO-HI this is 

mandated by their commanding approach where files are uploaded into an instrument-internal MTL. 


